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CHAPTER 1: Site Characterization

(1) p. 1-23: In the solution of Example 1.6, there are two typographical errors. In the second sentence under Sample A,
Table 1.4 should be Table 1.5. In the second sentence under Sample B, PI = 23 should be PI = 13. The corrections appear
below in red boxes.

(2) p. 1-32: There are errors in the Sample B portion of the solution to Example 1.8. The corrections appear below in red
boxes.

CHAPTER 2: Soil Mechanics, Laboratory Testing, and Analysis

(1) p. 2-10: In the second sentence of Section 2.1.3, there is a typographical error. “Were” should be “where.” See the
correction below.

(2) p. 2-27: In the second sentence on the page, there is a typographical error. “Is” should be “in.” See the correction
below.

(3) p. 2-45: There is an error in the solution for Example 2.11. See the correction below.

CHAPTER 3: Field Materials Testing, Methods, and Safety

(1) p. 3-4: There is a typographical error in last line of the solution of Example 3.2. The 2 should be 12. The answer
remains the same. See the correction below.
The total number of trucks required is:
52,164 × 103/(12 × 103) = 4,347

CHAPTER 7: Problematic Soil and Rock Conditions

(1) p. 7-10: The solution and answer of Example 7.4 are incorrect. They should appear as follows.

(2) p. 7-14: In Example 7.6, “sulphate” should be “sulfate” in answer choice C and solution point C.

CHAPTER 8: Retaining Structures

(1) p. 8-8: At the top of the page, replace “For a vertical wall and horizontal backslope” with “For vertical walls with a
horizontal backslope and no wall friction.” In Equation 8-7, replace Ka with Kp.

(2) p. 8-15: In the problem statement for Example 8.4, there is a missing phrase (highlighted below). The second
sentence should read as follows:
Determine the resulting lateral stress applied to the back of the wall at the center of the loaded area at depths of 2.5, 5,
10, and 15 ft.
(3) p. 8-18: In the solution to Example 8.5, there are a few errors. Please see corrections to the end of the problem
below.

(4) p. 8-51: In the solution diagram for Example 8.11, there is a typographical error: 18.34° should be 18.43°.

(5) p. 8-52: There are some typographical errors in the solution to Example 8.11. The corrections appear in red boxes
below.

(6) p. 8-80: In Section 8.5.2.1: Resistance to Sliding, a sentence should be added for clarification. After the third
sentence, add the following: “Inboard passive pressure is included in the example.”
(7) p. 8-82: There is an error in the upper left corner of the image in Example 8.16. The corrected image appears below.

CHAPTER 9: Shallow Foundations

(1) p. 9-34: In the solution to Example 9.13, there are 4 typographical errors. The corrections are shown below in red
boxes.

(2) p. 9-51: The first equation in the solution to Example 9.19 is incorrect. It should read:
𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣′ = 𝛾𝛾𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓 = 125 lb/ft 3 × 3 ft + [(125 lb/ft 3 − 62.4 lb/ft 3 ) × 3 ft] = 563 lb/ft 2 × 1 t/2,000 lb = 0.282 t/ft 2
In the last line of the solution (the allowable net load), " × 78.4 tons” should be “ = 78 tons.”

(3) p. 9-54: In the paragraph just under the figure on the page, three numbers are incorrect. The corrections are shown
below in red boxes.

CHAPTER 10: Deep Foundations

(1) p. 10-30: There are typographical errors in the variable descriptions (following “Where:”) in Section 10.6.2.2. The
corrections appear below in red boxes.

